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Spartans champion Aggies 36-31 Chemical spill

forces closure
of campus hall
Hy I.isa lanitout
Daily staff writer
ii
Police roped
University
Bente! Hall lluirsdav nigh’
to pies silt people from entering ttic
scene
t011:1.111,1111L:11 spill
((lie p111111t1 tar of potassium let
my:nude was broken iti the Spartan
Daily photography lab at about 8:15
p.m.
The newspapei’s photo editoi .
Kendra Luck. said she was li_is hg
IhIghl

hii ilk. night rs hen she .iccideni,iik
kinicked the
!he tho",
Thinking the chemicals weie dan-

Larry Strong -- Daily staff photographer

spartan linebacker kaiser Solt. cornerback Jay Taylor, linebacker
oirman Brim n and defensive lineman Richard Johnson from left to

right) celebrate after holding I tah state on their last drixe as .Aggie
quarterback, Brent Snyder (number 121. looks dejected.

Johnson, Evans set records,
Lutz throws for 378 yards
By Reggie Burton
staff writer
A Homecoming crowd of 14,215 turned out Saturday to watch
the Spartans defeat Utah State,
36-31.
The condition of the field at
Spartan Stadium was more suited
for a beach volleyball game. But
the crowd was treated to an exciting game of football as the Spartans literally kicked sand in the
faces of the Aggies
The middle portion of the field
vv .is ciis ered with sand as a result
ot
damage
inflicted by
a
"Nlonstei Truck" event three
weeks ago.
"I considered bringing my sandals to the game." said SJSU
running hack Johnny Johnson.
The Aggie defense probably
would hav e preferred to see Johnson galloping across the sand
dunes in anything hut running
shoes.
The junior from Santa Crui
rushed .for 755 sands, breaking
Daily

Kara Natal,

Daily staff photographer

Members of Sigma Chi fraternity cheer for SJSC

A. S. Board sticks to rules

Failure to schedule presentation
delays funding for KSJS seminar
1.1S:1111111111111
Daily stall writer

A lack of pi epai.ii ion created
problem. at Wednesday ’5 Assn
dated Students Hi turd ot Direr’.
meeting.
Campus radio station KSJS re
quested $1,800 from the board fin
traveling expenses to a seminar in
New York. The hoard denied the
funds because the presentation was
not formally placed on the agenda a
week in advance, as an A.S. bylaw
requites
This forced the A.S. to table the
issue until the radio station makes a
formal agenda i Lamest.
KSJS lemesentatives will schedule a presentation and return to next
week’s meeting tor the check. said
Scott Krinskx KS IS business than
II the A.S. had (.
is erlook
the 1,I,is . ii would 11,1re ,C1 a precedent liii huuliuir evceptions according
to A.S. Ailv user Jim
’There can be no actiiin of any
kind w !Mout being posted for one
week,- he said.
KSJS has already made reservations tor the seminar. The station received a special airfare rate for a
midnight flight on Tuesday.
Because the
request wasn’t
posted. KSJS will have to wait until
Wednesday’s meeting to receive the
money .
This puts 51 ii it members one day
behind schedule They may have to
pay the extia airfare. hut will save
money on hotel rates. Krinsky said.
Krinskv said KSJS could not
make the toques’ a week in advance
because members were unsure if

’There can be no action of any kind
without being posted for one week.’
Jim

Cellini,

A.S. adviser

they could get reservations at the
seminar.
A.S. Vice President Patricia Phillips said the request should have
been scheduled on the agenda anyway
"It is safer to get agenda items on
there than not on there.- she said.
The hoard tried to find alternative
routes for funding KSJS before the
next meeting.
Leigh Kirmsse. director of (’alifornia state affairs, suggested asking
the executives to make a decision.
It we (the hoard) cannot take action, we can direct the executives to
make an exectitiv e decision," she
said.
"That is an extremely awkward
way of doing business.- Phillips
said. "I have a problem with finding
different ways to bend rules."
"Ed rather nut use an executive
order," said Scott Santandrea, director of sponsored programs.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
said if the board agreed. he would
favor giving KSJS the requested
money after the trip.
"A consensus would probably he

OK." McCarthy said. "This is
probably controversial and people
can make other arguments. If the
board is OK. then I’m OK
At the station’s request. the A.S.
could approve the funds in a special
meeting, McC.irthy said He also
said the hr aid could direct the business office to issue the checks so that
next week, after the meeting. station
representatives could pick them up
and leave.
Cellini said he didn’t know if the
hoard could direct the business. office to prepare the checks before the
meeting.
"The hoard is in an awkward position," McCarthy said. "It’s not
Patricia’s (Phillips) fault. I hate to
say it. hut it’s KSJS’ fault.’’
’’My recommendation is to post
pone flying out until next Wednesday night," Phillips said. "Simply
put it on the the agenda next time.’
Controller Mark Murillo said he
was glad the rules and procedures
were brought up.
m glad this hoard is following
them,’’ he said.

the school record 01 227
by Charlie Harraw ay 11i 1’/h
highlighted a spectacillai
of ottense that included 1.105
yards for both teams
SJSI.
slot !cc-et \ er Ke in
Evans caught 12 passes lot 216
yards and scored mo touchdowns.
Evans’ yardage eclipsed the
school record of 203 set 11, Guy
Liggins against Fresno State in
1986.
re,mver and
Utah State’s n
return spec dilist Kendal Smith, a
fountain ’r err High
lot mei
School slat. made 1 catches for
2115 ;11 ds and ,rired two touch (low is He :11.0 returned four
kickoffs and [Mee punts for 179
v aid.. including a 66 yard punt
return for a totiihdoWn.
Quarto bachs Ken Luti of
SJSU and [tali State’s Brent
Snydei (.0mhined lit 90 yards
passing and his e
il 43 Ii 378
Ira/ was 2
’1(I I ill tSR 4

pliotirapher
all ullter
gerous.
stopped I.uck as she reached down to
pick up the broken glass. Luck then
called the t PD.
"I called UPI) because we didn’t
know how to clean it up.- 1 iick
said. "Thev called San Jose lare Department
"I was a little worried." said
Mark Study’s in. the othei siatt photographer. ’I telt like I wasn’t
breathing right."
When UPD officers reached the
scene, they roped (ill the area and
told bystanders to stav behind the

Official urges
lab caution
By Teresa I xddane
wnii,
Students should he os ei Ix cautious when working with lwardous materials on campus. according to Paul Wood, the SLIOWC
department’s safety coordinator.
Anytime you have chemical
materials present and there are
tiirces or mishandling of
material.. a dangerous spill could
certainlx happen." he said.
a pound of potassium
.S(d (’4 UTION, back page
Daily staff

hart ir, ,unlss and warning tape.
"We have to make sure it’s safe,"
officer Gabriel Fscohedo said. "We
has e a lot ot students who are experts w ho sax it isn’t poisonous. but
See SP//./.. hack page

Week promotes
drug awareness
11: Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer

Red ribbons on campus this week
synibiili,e the drug :11.1 an ctic,. efforts
nit 5.151’ students The es etils still
culminate .1-111.11Sday with progi anis
srionsoied Iry students studs mg the
All epidemic.
’Red Ribbon 55 eek " 1..1 national
drug awareness campaign launched
in 1955 atter drug II all ickers murdered Federal Agent 1 in Imre Coma
rena
-Sr. cording to (again/cr., the red
riblx(ins represent a commitment It) a
drug tree society
ihg the week, several commu
nitv groups will bring seuuiiii,uI . in-

formation tables and videos to campus. Themes from women and
alcohol to stress management will he
ad& essed
Campus groups involved in the
campaign include Leisure Services.
Intercollegiate Athletics and the
Spartan Pub.
.511 Sitir health science class titled the SIDS Epidemic- has (ir
gait ied es cults in conjunction 55 ith
"AIDS and Drugs Day.- v. Inch is
’Thursday
The class vv ill bring AIDS outreach %via Lens to answer questions
.111i1 11111 11.1% in :1 table with information :Ind \ 01.5,, about the disease in
’sr , DRUGS. back No

Hot dog war forces prices down
By I.eah Pets
staff writer
Problems, not profits, are raining
on the Sunshine Hot Dog stand.
In less than two days, vendor Sophia Omar has lost more than halt
her usual revenue because of competition from Dogs On Wheels
the
cart that set up shop about 12 feet
ass av Thursday.
"I used to have lots of customers.
but now they have them." said
Omar, a refugee from Afghanistan.
Dogs on Wheels is supplied by the
Sandwiched -In coffee shop on San
Fernando and Fourth streets. said
Ron Sanjideh. the owner’s son The
-.hinds are located in front of the restaurant.
Omar has offered hot dogs, links
and sodas to passers-by since May.
She originally sold the hot dogs for
99 cents each.
A price war started with the aro
val of Dogs Ott Wheels, hiicing
Omar down to her current price ot ill
cents Salindeh sells his hot dogs tor
35 cents each.
Daily

-1 have to pay my rent, support
my kids and help my husband,’’
()mar said. "With these prices I
won’t be able to do anything...
Omar and her family have lived in
San Jose since 1981.
She supports the family because
her husband is disabled and can’t
work. The couple has two young
children.
"It took me a year to raise the
money for this cart- Omar said. "I
St us on welfare before that, but I
didn’t like to live that way."
thual said she will he forced out
of business it she has to lower prices
further. With no nearhy. competition.
she used to earn $150 to $200 a day.
Thursday. she earned $20.
"They’re rich and they can afford
it." Omar said of Sanjideh. "I have
a family to support. -

Doug Duran -

Daily staff photographer

Dogs On 11 heels deft I undersells its nearby competition
Fverv one has a tinnily to support.
SaninIch said with a smile and a
shrug ot his shoulders when told of
Omar ’s concern.
He said he and his father contracted w ith a %emit,’ to set up Dogs
on Wheels I he v endoi did 1101 gist’
his 11.111IC
()Mai said Sanialeh asked her to

move her stand because she was taking customers from the restaurant.
’They are making me nervous because they keep saying ’You have to
go. you have to go,’ " Omar said.
Sanndeh
calls the
situation
"healthy competition. Business is
up to expectations.’’ he said
See WAR. ha( L page
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When death comes
knocking. . .
My flashlight beam stabbed into the night’s thick fog
as I walked through the orchard looking tor Pete. My
dog’s vicious harking sounded muffled and distant in the
mist and I knew lie had cornered some stray cat Liii
enough to venture into his territory.
I heard a piercing squeal. and I knew he had caught
the cat. Iran through the trees to rescue the animal but I
was too late. I shined my flashlight on the dog’s face and
saw the cat in his taws. Pete was shaking the life out of
her.
I grabbed a stick and ran at the dog. screaming,
"Pete, let go! Let go"
He just looked at me.
When I hit him a couple of times with the
stick, he dropped the
cat and backed off.
The cat moaned in
pain. I saw she had lost
a lot of blood, and still,
she had fight left in
her. She spat at me and
Martin Cheek
coughed up blood.
What was a I2 -year-old kid supposed to do? The
house was too far away. If I yelled. no Lundy wouldn’t
be able to hear me. And if I left to get help. Pete would
continue torturing the Cai.
I saw a shovel leaning against an apricot tree and I
knew what I had to do. I grabbed the tool and started
pounding the cat to put it out of its pain. It took a long
time to kill her. The life lorce can be very strong.
After the cat was dead. I buried the body and put a
large stone over the grave so Pete couldn’t dig it up. I
felt sick at the stench of death.
I learned an important lesson that night. I found out
death can come any where at anytime like in an orchard
in the middle of the night.
Society hushes the subject of death. We like to keep
it out of sight and out of mind. Nei its important to think
about the process because everything dies.
With winter approaching, we’re now entering the
dead time of the year. The days grow shorter and colder
and the leaves lose their life and fall from the trees.
Autumn is nature’s message that all things, even the seasons. must die. But there’s always the hope of renewal
with the coming spring.
I’ve been thinking about death a lot lately since my
grandma had a stroke last July and fell into a coma she
has never come out of. Omi is 94 and the last living
member of a family with 20 children. She was born in
Germany during the time of the Kaisers. She’s a survivor. She made it through some of the heaviest bombing and warfare in Berlin during the first and second
world wars.
Now she lays in a hospital bed with a machine
pumping life through her. A tube down her throat gives
her nourishment. I have prayed for Omi’s death.
Somehow, it doesn’t seem right to make a person keep
living when her body says Its time to die. It’s like trying
to keep the autumn leaves on the trees.
Sometimes death comes harshly and quickly. like
when I put the cat out of its pain that foggy night nine
years ago. Sometimes ICS a pratillal process like Omi is
going through now.

Attention, Artists!
ha% e
Are
handy kk ith a pen .’ I)o
an interest in politics ,ir social issue, ’ Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations’?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations lor stories on a case-by -case
basis, contact either K marina Jonholt, editor
in chief, or Mike Lewis, Forum Page editor at
924-3280.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
he your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed. double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight lientel

Letters to the Editor
mats are encouraged to contact the
pR(,).
[duo’.
Cones claim it’s the equipment
I am a professional photographer that cruelly compels the animals to
of.
the
Profesbuck,
but yeterinarians and ()the?,
for. and a member
sional Rodeo Cowboy, Association Tutuila with the behay tor ot large
PRCA f. I shoot from inside the animal, know otherw ise "Bucking
arena, in front of and behind the is a natural IC.1,11011 tilting hiuiiss’s
011 then hacks
chutes. I h,ii e been msols ed in thal 1.1011.1 %kali!
rodeo. initially as a spectator and .
some hoi se, hay,. sus!) terrible
novt :is a photographer. tin user 25
dispo.ations that they !icier adapt to
ears I MP it raised yet rodeo typwal use .
hitching is neithei
unnatinal nor painitilaily thud to
wise.
The follow Mg excerpts are trom protIme... The buckiin, InuFse, ,i1C
"Professional Rodeo: No Room tor not w dd, hut neither ;tie they ...Odle
broken V0,1111.111,11), and stik con
Cruelty":
’When the PRCA says that its trachns know IC, almost Impossible
rodeo animals receive humane neat to saddle up and ride an animal that
ment both in and out of competition. bucks natinally Rucking animal,
that’, PO exaggeration. There is es ’- are horn not THAdv On an animal
deuce hom both veterinarhins and naturally inclined to buck. the I lank
studies iii support the aigument. snap attments the bucking action,
Some organitations rely more on ellkUlaging a bucking hionv in hull
drama and sensationalism than facts to kick high with its hack teet "The
to argue against rodeo. The major flank strap IS NOT a deinx that inflaw with a lot of the arguments: flicts mhunialle pain in stiller in
they’re apparently based on misun- the animal." There’s iii icily
iii 101111.
ihe,C
derstanding. emotionalism and apani111.11,
they ceitainly can’t be [mimed Into
pearances instead ot study and fact.
The members of the PR(’ A ,ire performing. .An :111P11;11 iii p.IIII. like
Ilkeh to tin
bound by the Association’s bylaws a human in pain.
ity
and rule, One section of the tile dertake any phy
book deals evclusnely with the hi,
Karen Martin
mane tie,ament (it animals (nicht.’
SUIlllys ale
uig persiiihil horses). and there ale
other rule, designed to lessen the Liberals all wet
chance of minty Anyone is ho \
lates the rules inay be disquahl led F111101.
I Mil writing in response to Ruh
and reported to the PRCA. which
can le y fines (up to $5000. PliCA Relvhalk’s letter "Had to the
judges report violations. take then- Bone " I would like to clarity and
resp.insibi his seriously . and turn in expand on some statements he made.
The I S. does not have the highviolation, w Mum hesitation. This is
not to say that many amateur rodeos est infant mortality rate of the 20th
are not conducted humanely, but wealthiest nations in the world. Italy
with the PRCA. spectators can he as- and the Soviet Union have higher
sured they’re seeing a rodeo put on rates.
by people who care about the welConcerning the national health
fare and treatment of animals (spec- care question: We have some health
tators and or members V1111, see de- care tor the elderly and approxiliberate acts of mistreatment and mately 180 million Americans are
intentional s silence against all am insured by pri ate companies.

Nature of the game

We should expand the pro ate sector. not overburden it with taxes
which will only cause more problems. Also, we should not adopt
gin ernment programs that will eventually reduce the quality of health
cafe For examples look to Britain
and West Germany, where there are
waiting lists for surgeries.
The SO11%11111,1:I government did try
to impiox e the literacy rate a while
ago. The s taught children how to
count by using pictures of grenades
and AK \I machine guns. However
the effort has died down because
there aren’t enough books. As a result people are unable to maintain or
improve their reading levels.
The Ortega brothers haven’t eliminated starvation. I have several relatives in Managua. Nicaragua and
they have told me that starvation is
alive and well. There are long food
lines and fuel lines.
Meanwhile. the top Sandinistas
have everything. Also there is a special supermarket similar to an American supermarket in Nicaragua. All
you need are American dollars to
shop there.
Dukakis’ morality has not been
the best. His chief education ads
Gerard Indelicato. was recently seri
tenced to two and a half years in fed
eral prison.
I am tired of liberals saying the
U.S. should adopt the social programs of other nations. Why don’t
the other nations adopt our economic
programs and perhaps they would
begin to prosper!
I wish the liberals would also discuss America’s good side. Ask yourselves, which way are immigrants
swimming’? To Europe’? To Africa’?
To Asia’? No. they’re coming to
America and they’re swimming
hard.
(’arm F. Ariani
Sophomore
f Mance

"Good morning. ladies and gentlemen,
and welcome to flight #302 to Long Beach,"
the female attendant says with feigned enthusiasm after takeoff.
"If there’s anything we can do to make this
!light more enjoyable. please feel live to ask.’’
"Yeah. right." I mutter as I cinch my seat
belt even tighter and try to cross my toes for
good luck.
I have a window
seat.’ hut I’m not
about to look out at
all the people and
cars getting smaller
and smaller.
I like to keep my
eyes closed and concentrate on helping
the airplane
In a flashback, my
boss tells me his
Leah Pels
Ilight-attendant wile
feels very safe on her
constant trips.
Then I review the statistics on how much
less chance I have of dying in an airplane than
in a car.
I don’t believe any of it.
As I push aside my fears for a moment, the
same attendant recites the emergency procedures in a singsong voice. The list seems to
grow every time I hear it.
I listen intently. unlike other foolish passengers, because I know it’s only a matter of
tithe.
With the procedures memori/ed. I turn my
attention to my last will and testament.
I start to relax, imagining hundreds of people crying, no. sobbing over my ashes.
The thought of so many people missing me
makes me smile. Then an attendant interrupts
ti ask if I’d like sonic complimentary champagne.
Sure, get high before you die," I think to
mysel 1.
I refuse, though, because I want to avoid
having to use the restroom. Everyone knows
the restroorn is the first thing to blow up in a
crash.
The attendant moves on and I survey my
cramped surroundings.
There are bright red exit signs everywhere.
A small first -aid kit is fastened to the compartment across the narrow aisle. probably
filled with more champagne and some Bandaids.
Then I notice the tiny black letters engraved on the seat in front of me.
’Use Bottom Cushion For Flotation.’
I shudder as I picture myself half-drowned
in the Pacific Ocean. still hanging on to the
brown and red-striped cushion not even three
inches thick.
The sharks would probably laugh at it.
My palms begin to sweat, so I look to the
man next to me fOr diversion.
We have a stimulating conversation about
the weather, and then he talks about his job at
McDonnell -Douglas as an aircraft engineer.
"If you knew what goes on in the building
of these planes, you’d be even more nervous."
he says. nudging me in the ribs conspiratorially.
So much for that diversion.
I close my eyes again and try to send positive thought waves to the plane.
It must sense my misgivings because it
shakes jerkily from turbulence, as if an ominous presence outside waits to tear the plane
apart.
I look around, but my fellow passengers
don’t seem to notice the loud rumbling. Their
indifference seems just as evil and unnatural as
the plane’s heaving.
Even the Hight attendants look like they’re
enjoying the increasing disturbance. It’s as
That’s it!" I think, scaring myself into
hyperventilation. "I’m on a flight to the Twilight tone."
Suddenly, the plane skids onto the runway
in Long Beach, interrupting my paranoia.
I haul my belongings from under my seat
and squeeze my way to the front of the plane,
wanting only to escape.
The attendant who greeted me is waiting.
"Please conic back soon." she croons, as
if she can’t wait for another chance to do Me
in. Her smile makes me sure of it .
Leah Pels is a staff writer for the Daily.
"Little Triggers" ran out of ammunition
and will resume next !Monday.

Forum Policy
Pie Spartan Daily would like to hear from
our readers
Your ideas, comments. criticisms and sugges
lions are encouraged. By listening to our readers
we can better serve the campus conimunity.
I.etters to the edit, ti can he on any ((pit: 1.11)W
ever personal attacks and letters in poor taste xx ill
not be published.
All letters may he edited for length or libel.
I.etters must bear the writer’s name. maiin. phone
number and c lass level.
Delis el letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to the Student
llnion information desk.
Fditin Os ate the opinion of a majority of the
Spartan I /ail!, Editorial Hoard. They run without a
byline and appear in the tipper left corner.
you
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Film discusses racial stereotypes
By Dan Turner
Daily stall writer
"Filmic Notions.’ a documentaty
about racial stereotyping in popular
culture, was shown to about 50 students at Sweeney Hall on Thursday.
After the showing in room 100.
the film’s director led a panel discussion about the issues raised in the
film.
Marlon Riggs. a journalism prolessor at the University of California
at Berkeley. said the object of his
Min was to make people understand
"the relationship between culture
and social change.’
The film examines the ways black
people have been portrayed in popular entertainment, art and literature
from pre -Civil War days to the present.
Esamples include the Jim Crow
dancers of the 1800s: the "mammy"
associated with Aunt Jeminia pancakes: and the white vaudevilleans.
like Al Jolson. who performed with
their faces painted black in the ’20s
and ’30s.
All these characters were created
as a form of cultural domination, or
as a way of depersonaliting black
people to justify discrimination, the
film contends.
Riggs said obtaining funding for
his project was extremely difficult.
largely because of its subject matter.
When approached, most sources
were willing to provide funding until
they saw a short clip of the film and
discovered its intentions.
"They told me it would only incite guilt and resurrect pain,- Riggs
said. "These images are dead and
buried, so let’s leave them there."
He was inspired to make the film
after meeting collector Jan Faulkner.
who showed him the art works, pictures and products she had gathered
over the years.
Faulkner had ashtrays limited to

Gallaudet formally installs
its first deaf president

Kara Natal’ - Daily staff pnotographei
From left, Siesen %Miner. Marlon Riggs, Nlargio Hendricks and James Freeman answer students’ questions
after %levying the Min "Ethnic Not’
."
resemble fat Kids women with enor- ods of cultural domination have bemous lower lips. tins of "Nigger- come more sophisticated, but they
head- tobacco, postcards picturing have not disappeared
alligators attacking animal -like black
"Count how many serious black
children.
dramatic actors you have against
realiied that even though I was those who are Cannes.- Riggs said.
an American history major at Har- "Count how many Mack athletic lie
vard. I had never seen these things or ures are well -put-illy iced and giyen
read about them." Riggs said. credibility as oppfsed to scholars
’"That told me something about how and business leaders and politicians.
our society was dealing with this."
’Yes, we have made breakAs a result. Riggs decided to throughs and I would not belittle that
make a documentary about these tact But I think you’ll find that the
images and the national paranoia images one sees in popular culture
they reflected. Along with clips from reflect certain social realities about
movies and cartixins, items from the opportunities al folded blacks, as
Faulkner’s collection play a large well as certain barrio that remain...
part in the film.
James Freeman, a professor in the
Riggs said it’s a mistake to as- department of anthropology at
sume that the attitudes which formed SJSI I . said that Riggs’ film was very
these images no longer exist. Meth- effect ii e iii demonstiating the power

and pervasktness 01 sy mho!.
Steremy pical images six:wit/e us
into seeing constructions that we assume are natinal. he said.
"Art and literature are not remoy ed from siii.iCt , but may be
used as instruments of domination. Freeman 5a Id
Freeman also said the type of dehumaniiation of blacks that was pc
formed by popular cultme is well know a tor lustily mg genocide
"Filmic Notions" contends that
films like "Ruth ot a Nation. winch portiayed blacks as saY ages
is ho raped is !me women during the
Cis it War, pie, eded countless incidents f it racial iii 1
in ,A I 1 1 el Ica.
-When you huedt Imam y you
don’t understand what lorces are
shaping your life now."’ Biggs said.

Soviet human rights activist may be allowed to travel to the United States
MOSCOW (API - Human rights month.
activist Andrei D. Sakharov Friday
Sakharov said at a new s utter.
said the Kremlin has tentatively ag- ence that the lilting of a tray el ban
reed to let him leave the Soviet against him Si is due to President
Union for the first time, to attend a Mikhail Gorbachev ’s program of
economic and political restructuring
conference in the United States,
Sakharov, a pioneer of the Soviet and the personal efforts of sonic Sodissident movement, said he will viet officials.
Granting Sakharov a visa to travel
leave for the United States next

abroad would be a dramatic gesture
Ii’ show the liberaliiation under Gorbachev ’s ref onus
He told reporters the 2,t, eminent
agreed "in principle" to allow hint
to attend a conteienee of the [inertia
tional Foundation lot the Stirs is al
and Ikvelopment of Humanity. Sak harov said he had not yet officially

applied for the necessary travel documents.
"This question was raised by the
authorities of the foundation and presented to decision makers and itim
it has received a positive respons,
The question is solyed in principle. 1
will take part in the coming trip by
the foundation."’ said Sak harm

WASHINGTON (API
Seven members of Congress ;aid several
months Ate, being wracked by stu- presidential candidates ailing fin
dent demonstiations. Gallaudet Uni- selection oh
deaf ’cadet tor the
yersity on l’IlddIS
IS IIISt.dled
schoffl. Ms /nisei late, stepped
Di. I
King Joidan as
iist deal aside. and Jordan is as seleL ted
president in the histfuy of the nitIn his inaugural address. Jordan
tions only university tor the hearing said the school should use the enimpaired.
ergies generated that week to con
"Today Gallaudet is not simply Orme lobby irig fin the lights of the
installing its eighth president." Jor- heari i,... impaired around the world.
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Time: 7:00-9:00pm
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Room
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Oct. 26

PROTECTING YOUR HEALTH.
RESPECTING YOUR PRIVACY.
Personalized service - no waiting
AIDS/VD testing - same day results
available
Affordable student rates
Courteous Bi-Lingual staff
Open Saturdays

24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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SJSU/Staff for Individuals: Gay or 971-8764.
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Mike Miller
Henry Montes
Dan Moskow
Ricky Navarro

Richard Pender
Chris Povio
Mike Sato
Brian Shedd
Ken Wickman
Todd White
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"WE RENT FOR LESS"
CARS/TRUCKS/VANS
Clean, quality rentals
Daily rates from 519.95
Visa/MC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus

SALES ASSOCIATES
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I

Now Hiring

for
Counter SalesCookFood

10% discount for S.J.S U
Students, faculty, & Staff
on weekly it monthly rentals

(4118)281-4666
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Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 9 5111

From page /
yards and three touchdowns. The
Spartans’ signal caller was intercepted twice and sacked only
once.
The Aggies’ Snyder was 24 of
50 for 412 yards and two touchdowns. Snyder was intercepted
once and the Spartans blitzing defense sacked hint four times.
But Johnson was truly the star
of this show.
The junior tailback carried the
ball 36 times, caught three passes
for 43 yards and returned two
kickoffs for 63 yards.
After the game, Johnson sat in
the locker room clutching his first
game ball. Surrounded by a
throng of reporters, he avoided
praise as well as he avoided Utah
State defenders.
"This." said Johnson. holding
up the ball. "Belongs to my offensive line. They deserve the
credit. They opened some beautiful holes. All I had to do was run
for daylight," he said.
The Spartans needed every bit
of their 654 yards of total offense
to hold oft a stubborn Aggie team
that was fighting to stay in contention tor a California Bowl bid.
Bogged down by a sputtering
offense, SJSU fell behind 21-10
at halftime.
SJSU scored on its first posses turn. Johnson scored the first of
Ills two touchdowns on a one yard plunge.
The Aggies countered with a
17 -play. 76-yard scoring drive.
Aggie tailback Brett Payne ran
two yards off tackle for the touchdown to tie the score at 7-7.
Utah State receiver Kendal
Smith fielded Spartan punter Jim
Hughes’ kick at his own 34 and
returned it 66 yards for a touchdown. Utah State led 14-7 at the
end of the first quarter.
Smith said the return was the
result of something he had seen in
the Spartan punt coverage.
"I noticed on the films that
they did not have an outside contain man." said Smith. It was
just like practice."
Spartan place-kicker Jim Kirk
narrowed the lead to 14-10 with a
.49 -yard field goal. But, on Utah
State’s next possession. Smith
and Snyder hooked up for the first
of their twin touchdown connections.

On first down from the Spartan
24, Smith ran an out -and -up pattern on Spartan cornerback Freddie Smith. Snyder hit Smith in
stride at the five and he jogged in
for the touchdown.
The Aggies led 24-1(1 with 13
minutes to go in the second quarter.
The Spartans blew a golden opportunity to score with about
eight minutes left in the half.
With first and goal at the Aggie
two-yard line, Lutz bobbled the
snap and Aggie strong safety
Tody Tyler recovered. Tyler
would later end an SJSU drive
with an interception.
In the second half, the chips
fell. And so did Snyder.
SJSt sacked Snyder four times
and put enough pressure on the
senior quarterback to cause several hurried passes.
After a Utah State field goal
several minutes into the third
quarter made the score 24-10.
SJSU scored on its next two pos.
essions.
SJSU receiver Doug Hooker
reeled in a Lutz pass for a touchdown and the Aggies lead 24-17.
On the very first play of their
next series. Luti spotted Evans
over the middle and the junior
slot back broke several tackles
and outdistanced the Aggie secondary to complete a 59-yard
scoring play.
Suddenly the game was tied
24-24.
The Aggies’ Smith put his
team back on top 31-24 with an
86-yard touchdown reception
from Snyder.
The Spartans scored on a 10yard pass play front Lutz to Evans
several minutes into the fourth
quarter.
Johnson was stopped on a twopoint conversion attempt and the
Spartans trailed 31-30
The SJSU defense forced the
Aggies to punt after the ensuing
kickoff and the Spartans scored
the game -winning touchdown on
their next series.
With a third and two at the
Aggie 31, Johnson put the Spartans ahead to stay with a 3I -yard
scoring run. The two-point conversion was again botched, but
the SJSU defense stopped Aggies
on a fourth -down play to seal the
victory.
"It’s been an emotional year,"
Johnson said. "But this team
never loses faith in itself. We’ll
just have to come back and be
ready for Fresno."
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STHOUDS LINEN WAREHOUSE, the fashion
leader in linens for your home is opening a
new store in Santa Clara. If you have a flair tor
color and design, and enjoy working with people,
an exciting career could be waiting for you

In addition to a $7.00/hour salary (including
bonus incentive plan) your benefits will include
Medical Insurance
Merchandise Discounts
Holiday and Vacation Pay
Experience preferred but not necessary.

Los Gatos
call
Lori or JoAnn
356-3095

STROUDS LINEN WAREHOUSE
3111 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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And
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Fall ’88 Pledges
Medorah Aikman
Denise Botelho
Kelly Ann Bringino
Michelle Carbonneau
c2 Heather Engles
Lisa Gonzales
April Goodman
Kelly Gotcher
Lori Macchi
Lauri Mathot
?Michele Mirich

e2

Susan Mosier
Kristin Nystrom
Denice Ornelaz
Julie Petermeier
r,
Sandy Priddy
Denise Reynolds
Mary Ann Rosso
Janice Scott
Katie Shumays
Judy Sommers
Debbie Truhe

Lisa Vigil

WANTS
TO PICK
YOUR
BRAIN.
On Campus Tournament Nov. 14 -16
Deadline to sign up (teams or
individuals) Monday, Nov. 7 at the
Student Union Information Center

Award Winning House Beer Out In Two Weeks
Open Daily
2

Blocks

from

11:30a.m.-Midnight

campus at 2nd &

San

Fernando

Delta Zeta Loves Our Pledges
Deep Down In Our

The Varsity Sport of the Mind
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Darren Sabedra

Still buzzing over the Dodgers
It’s been four days since the Dodgers shocked the
baseball world by beating the heavily favored Oakland A’s four games to one in the World Series.
And Los Angeles fans, including myself, are still
bulling about the 180-degree turnaround the Dodgers
took from last year.
In one year, the Dodgers went from 73-89 to 9467. They capped off the season by beating the Mets
and A’s for the world championship.
Before the Series started. I picked LA, which has
shown the will to win, to knock off the A’s in seven
games.
And it might have taken seven games if it weren’t
for Kirk Gibson’s unbelievable game -winning home
run in the bottom of the ninth inning in Game One.
But I’m glad they beat the Bashers in five. It
proved the Dodgers truly are the better baseball team.
Now, for the record. I want to go over some of the
highlights and lowlights of the 145th World Series:
Highlight. Game One. Dodger Stadium.
Highlight. Mickey Hatcher. Not known for his
power, he hits a two-run homer off Oakland ace Dave
Stewart in the first inning of Game One.
Lowlight. Jose Canseco. Known for his power,
he retaliates by drilling a Grand Slam homer off former A’s pitcher Tim Belcher.
Lowlight. Oakland ace relief pitcher Dennis
Eckersley. With the A’s leading 4-3, he retires the
first two Dodgers in the bottom of the ninth.
Highlight. Eckersley, still in the ninth, walks
Mike Davis. who batted .196 this season.
Highlight. Gibson. Imitating fictional character
Roy Hobbs from "The Natural.- he drills a 3-2. two-

Stan Carlberg

Dodgers take on the underdog role
They said it couldn’t be done. In tact, deep inside
I thought it couldn’t be done. But with all of these
doubts, my hopes continued to hang high.
From day. one of spring training. the Dodgers
were expected to do one thing. Play out the 1988 season and fight for fourth place with the Atlanta Braves
or the San Diego Padres in the National League West.
A division which, before this season, was arguably
the weakest in the majors.
As I watched most of this year’s World Series
alone (nearby Dodger fans were limited). I couldn’t
help from remembering the 1954 Word Series between the Cleveland Indians and the New York Giants.
The Indians. who won III games (second only to
the 1906 Chicago Cubs who won 1161 were heavy favorites as they took on the 94 -game -winning Giants.

out Eckersley pitch into the right field bleachers.
Final score. Dodgers 5, A’s 4.
Lowlight. Me. I almost wreck my car after Gibson hits the homer. The shot ssas so exiting, even on
radio, that I couldn’t stop screaming.
Highlight. Game Two, Dodger Stadium.
Highlight. Orel Hershiser. He pitches a three
hitter and collects three hits w, ith his bat, as the INidg
ers bury Oakland in the second game of the Series.
Final score: Dodgers 6, A’s 0.
lAmlight. Game Three. Oakland Coliseum.
Lowlight. LA % Mike Marshall. One of the fesk
sluggers in the Dodger lineup, he reinjures his hack in
Game Three. He’s out of the lineup for Game Four
Four.
Lowlight. Mark McGwire. He crushes a Jay
Howell pitch into the Coliseum’s left -center field
seats, as the A’s beat LA - narrowing the Dodgers’
series lead to 2-I. Final score: As 2, Dodgers I .
Highlight. Game Fox, Oakland Coliseum.
Highlight. NBC’s Bob Costa.. During the
Game Four pre -game show, he says LA is about to
field the weakest lineup in World Series history.
Highlight. The Dodgers are watching Costas in
the locker room.
Highlight. LA, with its make -shift line up,
scraps for two first inning runs off Dave Stewart.
Highlight. Jay Howell. He proves to the world
he can close out a game. Howell retires McGwire
with the bases loaded in the seventh inning. He then
proceeds to finish off the A’s in the final two innings.
as LA beats Oak land to take a commanding 3-1 series
lead. Final score: Dodgers 5. A’s 4.
Highlight. Game Five. Oakland Coliseum.
Highlight. Hatcher. He duplicates his Game
One performance by hitting a two -run homer in the
first inning of Game Fise.
Lim light. Oakland scores its first run off of
Hershiser. cutting the LA lead to 2-1.
Highlight. Mike Davis increases IA’s lead to 41 with the Dodgers second two-run homer of the
night.
Highlight. With two A’s on base in the eighth
inning. Orel gets Canseco to pop out and Dave Parker
strikes out, ending Oakland’s final threat of the series.
Highlight. Orel strikes out Tony Phillips, as the
Dodgers become the first team to win two world titles
this decade. Final score: Dodgers 5, A’s 2.
But as in that year’s Fall (*lassie. the Giants made the
big plays and turned the tide against the opposition.
Notably, the famous "Over the head" Wille Mays
catch off of Vic Wertz’ bat.
Need I say what the crippled Kirk Gibson did in
Game One?
Gibson’s ninth inning blast off Oakland ace reliever Dennis Eckersley. %%Inch gave I.A a 5-4 win.
set the tone for the series.
For Dodger Manager Tommy Lasorda, the odds
were against him. But he made the all right moves
and made things happen. And that’s what it takes to
be World Champions. You can’t rely on your impresSIN e statistics to win a World Series like the Oakland
A’s did.

The A’s were on such a "high" they thought their
"Bashers- insignia was more than enough to scare
the Dodgers away. But as a team known for its battling tradition. the Dodgers never thought twice about
meeting the powerful A’s. They gave it their hest
shot, and it paid off in the end.
And they did it with unusual heroes like Mickey
Hatcher, Rick Dempsey and Jose (fon/ale/.
You can fool some of the people some of the time,
and that’s what the Dodgers did when they fooled the
A’s and their confident "sweep" fans. But the fans
who wore Dodger Blue knew their team had a destiny.
With National League Cy Young candidate Orel
Hershisher. National I.eague Most Valuable Player
candidate Gibson and National League Rookie of the
Year candidate Tim Belcher, why would 1111011e
doubt L.A.’s ability?
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hall, he ciossed the middle and
bloke loose Itimi a handful of leisey.
sprinting 54 v arils to tie the seine 2424
Hans. ;Alio hail lust iine touch
durs it elm:ling the
slant in al the IiS
eight \ aid line
lie bobbled the hall and recanted
control. spinning inside ay. is train
the
Munson and tan tot a
10 y aid
to make it 31.30
51.51’ tailback Johnny Johnson,
wim i,m tot a
"s
Yard, ii cut 11 said. for the 11,1,11

Spartan touchdovvn to put SJSE
ahead 16 11
Despim. the pt.itse tif being all .
selle111 hilts. (cm, Ls ails was
’sinned about that facet of his game
Saturday.
"I wasn’t blocking as %sell as I
could have," Fs arts said. "In the

second half. I needed a little moire
ettort (Johnson, could have gotten
filo yards it 1 loud made some
I-% all, Si is nosiest .61)U1 his hug cyst olas as a Spartan
"I I ut/i knov,s v6hen he has a
’Luke to get me the hall. He can do
utnr question about
Evans said
1
e all the credit to the offensive
line and Ken. I ’cry yard I got today
kid, .1 team shirt
Ii

Dodgers’ outlook sketchy for 1989
I "to 551)

5p,

it will take

sollle 1
10 keep the Olitipel
Ii111e11112c11101 III 1989
1 is
rp.,clos has nme players eh
gible In, Ills tot flee agent: \ iti the
nest 17+ dais and must make diet
sons on seset,11 agmmbg playeis %vim
I unshed the season is ith serious mingles.
Repealitic is World Series chant
pions isn cas.s The last team to do
it ss as the 1977 78 Nest Yotk
kees
hIt sir h the 1)0i.lgeis. licioes in

then

gam,. s tctor

et oaklatnl

sits \110kei Hatchet . who was 7.
for IQ and Int two homers \s alt live
k111
liatvItei. is hi, sititesh as a lice
agent in 1987, eat nett 5300.1.1(l1) this
season and is ill Iv looking tor a
hells hose
’I think ticket, esemplilics what
this team is ,111 about.- lett lieldei
k ids (
said -This leant al
wass heliesed tii itself I poi hull and
111C 1C.011 is Clplell th;11 I \WWI(’ he
out
Stud lickev steps in and fills
my tole :aid I tilled his. Vu c’ had a
teani dr/node!’ that kepi to to
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?WI Petel (1 \ lalle
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ate 5116.,lo
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less,
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Stii;eles on Ilatlay eserciseil

the options for 1989 In lac ointiaos
and out ot catcher \like Sc
t wider John Shelt.
\
alen/nela.’
Rut \slim :Mout
The tilt hamlet canted S2.05 mil.
lion tit 1958 but went down V. till a
shoulder Mutt v in hilv rhere is no
guarantee he s’. iii eveu Ni’ the same
dominating pitcher he is us and the

him
Dodgers may vomit to pa
accordingly.
To take Valor/net:Cs place. the
Doolgers acquired lett handet John
’Itmsimnt tutu st I ow, I,isi Sulguist1,,i
slugger Pedn, (Menet,’
110 illade ii its’ starts tot
1111101.
the 1)tislgeis. lett Mk.’ fruit balteis in
Game I ,1 the 55 mid Set ies st ith
ligament .1,1,1111 III its 10101,0\k
DI Flank 101ii. saki It s11011 1i1
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necd
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said it %% mild take
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r $20.00 OFF on

Soto was released fu I monnati at
intolseason :Ind made ’11.2 I111111011.
Ile is it ing to mak,: it hack from a
rolattit stilt tiiiti\ anti it’, sumtltkeli
the 1)4,dgets it ill musk a lot on 11,,
chances.
Orel Hershiset is not eligible four
free agency hut he can go to salary
arbitration He vi ill is (mutt as much
if not more
as Valeit/tiela is paid.
Hershiser. who made $1.1 million
this season. probably will ask lilt
ab011t 517 1111111011 !lest ieal. It %%mild
he haul to imagine any arbitrator
mining dovvn aztv number the righthandet asks nh
Hetshiset.
; 5, finished the season ii 1111 .1 lei Old 59 consecutive
s..tiieless intones and added 21 1-3
mote in the posiseason He shut out
\ lets 6 1110 ii III (1.1111e
the ev,
7 of the National 1 eague plav ntIs
in
iii
and ;Atm
eames Ill the Vs(orld
ries

New Patient Exam

ALEX J. BAUMER, D.M.D.
GENERAL DENTISTRY
ORTHODONTICS COSMETIC BONDING
San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 226-0424

Santa Teresa Medical Building
275 Hospital Parkway, Suite 700

(Coupon good on oral exam with a netilatient examination. Exp 11/30188)

Foster leads golf team in final round
Ry Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
The SJSU men’s golf team fell is
strokes short of victory last Monday
and Tuesday.
Instead, the Spartan’s five-man
travelingsquad settled for fifth place
in the Robertson Homes Invitational
held at the Woodbridge Country
Club in Lodi.
"It was good, hut we could have
been hinter.- SJSU Head Coach
Dick Schwendinger said.
Stanford took the overall team
title in the I5 -team tournament.
shooting a 868. New Mexico State.
Oregon State and the University ot
Fresno each tied for second with a
score of 872.
The Spartans finished just behind
them with an 873.They held second
place throughout much of the tournament.
"We were close until the final
Schwendinger said. "But
round
we let up and let it get away."
Oregon State’s Warren Vilker
placed first in the individual cat
egory, scoring an impressive 208 in
the 54 -hole tournament. San Jose’s
Mike Foster tied Stanford’s Cho.
titan Cevaer and Mark Funseth. and
New Mexico’s Hill Werley, Jr. with
second place scores of 214. Each
golfer shot one -over-par.
Schwendinger praised all the
members of his squad. but thought
Foster played exceptionally well.
"Mike (Foster) brought us back in
in the final round." Schwendingei
said.
Of the other SJSU squad menu
hers, John Miller shot a 218. Kevin
Miskimins 0.221, Dana Jetter (225).
and Ken Jenson (238).
Jenson shot five -under-par in the
second round, helping the Spartans
fight for the lead. However, an 8.5 in
the final round symboliied how the
day would go for the Spartans.
"Ken was a spark of brilliance for
us." Schwendinger said. "But in the
final round, he might have been try
ing a little too hard.’’

Schwendinger said his squad still experienced ones have to come
has a few obstacles to overcome be- around like they can."
The Spartans next tournameni
fore reaching its full potential.
"We’re heading into the right di- the Collegiate Invitational on Noy
14
and 15 at the University of San
rection,’’ he said. "But our younger
players still have to develop and our FrallCisCo

1
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Located in Student Union Cafeteria

Pre - Order Your Deli Sandwiches
bag of chips with any Pre-Order
whole Deli Sandwich
Inttor

expreS 10

3 - toot Sandwich with Pre -Order
Entry in Weekly Drawing

Win your college ring FREE
or win savings up to $100!
Order your college ring NOW

3,4,5 foot Sandwiches for Tailgate
and Special Occasions

)Srl’ENS
J
I

Date:
Place:

t

F GE

in

N

Time: 106,
October 24 -28
SPA MAN BOOKSIDRE Depos020
See your Jostens represeniativt for winning details.

All Pre Orders must be submitted at least 1 2 hour in advance
raitgate Sandwich orders must be submitted at least 24 hours in advance

’j)
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A LA MODE
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for those who
are unique
1.000 sq. feet
of surprises

This

UL TIM’ E Halloween- Masquerade
Party
6g

0110 of Antiques Colony Antiques
1630W. San Carlos 140W. Main
Los Gatos
354-3484

San Jose
288-5897

ts
Va58.)e

A Wild Costume Extravagant."

SUN., OCT. 30 MON., OCT. 31
8100 CASH and PRIZES tor boot costume on Mond.
and Limo Ride on Sunda, ,
TNI NEW INWITCLUI IN CAMIMPELL
4I. Ilawoom H, IA.
Poi 11.01~1116.1 sell NoN=1"

WE’VE 60T A

DEA DEAL
FOR YOU!

$$$ SAVE- $$$

nlvoL3E

RID,
,geovapizg; aeggamx-g-sra

10% to 40% Off EVERYDAY
On All Your Halloween Supplies!

DECORATIONS
PLATES AND NAPKINS
MAKEUP AND ACCESSORIES
COSTUMES AND MASKS

s

PINATAS
HALLOWEEN FAVORS
BALLOONS
CARDS AND INVITATIONS

Tr h_44.3

T64911,,5mia.... :

FitiMOR4 "
160

E. El

MN.

PARTY FOR LESS

CamiNo Real

View, C

91.01-0

(it15) 965-9-116

4041V

Befweem
10580 S.De Anza Blvd., Cupertino
(behind Coco’s)
(408)725-11334

2042 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
(Mervyn’s Plaza)
(4011)2411-8096

Spooked by high
rental prices?
WE HAVE
THE ANSWER!

CLUB
SAN JOSE

Presents...

Costumes & Masks

The Halloween
Masquerade Party!
SATURDAY OCT. 29
with f%

-16,04iN

For adults & children. All your favorite styles
Great, Gory, Gruesome selections
No "plastic" costumes

Makeup & Wigs
Dozens of styles from our professional collection

And more!

Accessories to complete your look!
Jewelry, feathers, gloves, fishnet hosiery!

FIRST PRIZE: FOR THE BEST
DISGUISE IS $1119.2

NOW TWO STORES!
THE MAGIC TOUCH...
Milpitas
144 N. Milpitas Blvd
263-9404
San Jose
722 El Paseo Shopping Ctr.

MONDAY OCT 31
THE PARTY CONTINUES...
COSTUME CONTEST
$100.00 FOR THE BEST COSTUME

Also available
ACCESSORIES
PART,/ SUPPLIES NINJA COSTUMES

WEDNESDAY: Singles Club
$10 round trip limo ride
from your home

SIIARKS CLUB SAN JOSE
1015 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE, CA
247-9600

CAN BUY
FOR LESS!

Children$1200 - $2700
Adults..$1500 $4500

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL:
4 giant screens 500 Draft Beer
500 Burgers & Hot Dogs

11

WHEN YOU

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES

FORGET
SUNDAYS: JelldWrestling
DON’T

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

WHY RENT

374-6030

PLUS A SPECIAL DOOR PRIZE
A TRIP FOR 2 TO DISNEYLAND

A-we’

)
to’

V.I.P.
MEMBERSHIP
CARD

0.41. J010

This card entitles the bearer to
NO COVER CHARGE and
2 for 1 drinks 7 days a week.
NAME:
lep

11/20/58/

HOU Ce

OF ION

WHERE THE FUN BEGINS!
$572 Swat

Sunnyvao Ac San Jose

414415 7752

4213

pd I I \
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BRITANNIA ARMS
British Pub & Restaurant

Are your Halloween plans still Foggy?
-.71p
We can help.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI.
& SAT. 9 PM to CLOSE

SaAjo,se

DRY ICE
PARTY ICE
0111VIEBLOCK ICE

Ow dinners include fish 6 chips. home-made meat
pies bangers. mash and hamburgers We also otter
daily specials and soups& salads

DARTS
12 DRAFT BEERS
SATELLITE GIANT
90 BEERS FROM
SCREEN TV, SUN. & MON.
AROUND THE
NIGHT FOOTBALL
WORLD
EVERY TUES. NIGHT, SOCCER FROM EUROPE
AT 9PM ON OUR 10’ SCREEN

IC 699 The Alameda
San Jose, CA 95126

(403)

$100.00 GRAND PRIZE!
0
.3tc

The Hydromatics (50’s, 60’s & 70’s Music)
Kevin Brennan (Irish & Country)
Side Saddle (All Girl Blue Grass Band)

Thur. 27th
Fri. 28th
Sat. 29th

947-7784

\;

Halloween Party

air

Mon. Oct. 31st, after the Game, listen to J C. & the Twisters.
$100 Prize for the Best Costume
5027 Almaden Expwy. (Between Branham & Blossom Hill)
266-0550

BEST COSTUME-6100
BEST MAKEUP- WO
BEST COUPLE- $100
Door prizes awarded
every hatt-hour
6,,,v,R Rat

lobf
Saturday

October 29, 1988
8:30 to Midnight
Dress up in your fancies!!
Live up your dreams!!

vita- Arbri gose

o
’wed rotm

820 S. Winchester Blvd., S.J.
between Moorepark &Williams
(408) 243-756l

Win $100.00!!

’Rock ’n Roll Madness
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT - FRI. 10/28
Costume Contest, Ill’s
Pace Paint
Costume Accessories
Drawings
, and Supplies
N
i Conte la Plf !MIMI lee Iletsda,
286-9839

1gLLOW16111
eXTRAVBC6011Z0
Oct. 28
Columbia Record Showcase presents,
U-Man Touch
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies
Oct. 29
Live Band - C.P. Love
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies
Oct. 30
Comedy Night - Featuring Warren Thomas
$2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies

The Gift Store That’s Ahead of its Time!
Open:
10-10 M-F
11-13 Sunday
453 Meridian Ave.

PAILIMOUNT
IMPORTS

San lose, CA

The hard-part
is knowing
witch ca s o choose.
-71-av---h-

Oct. 31
fiallicUUtttp 1PartE - Costeur)C CepteSt

* $2 Zombies/$1.50 Bloody Marys/$1.50 Kamikazies
* Onl

with SJSU ID.

ALSO THIS WEEK
10/23 Comedy Night - Featuring or
Warren Thomas
10/24 Monday Night Football
Beer $1.00 - Well Drinks $1.50
10/25 Thunder & Lightning, featuring
Danny Hull & Clifford Coulter
10/26 Live Music - Featuring Cruisetones
10/27 Ladies Night
2 for 1 Strawberry Margaritas
NO COVER WITH STUDENT ID
OCT.

1777

S.

(next

28

-

to

Fung

371 -4202

r

re
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and Out of-State Newspapers

45 FOREIGN
Australia
England
Germany

South America
Spain
Italy

France
Ireland
Japan

75 DOMESTIC

LANYSacramentoDallasMiamiSeaitie
(4081 559-6006
DiegoSpokane
95illandSan
Po
2636 UNION AVENUE / SAN JOSE, CA

Monday. October 24.
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State offers internship in capital
By Marlin Cheek
Daily start wirier
Students can spend the SpI Mg Se iiiesto
in Sacramento, working di.
rectly 1A ith state congressmen and
senators in a government internship
The "Sacramento Semester Program- is open to all upper-div 15)1)11
ci .
undergraduate students from I.
sits ot California and Calitorma
State I us si sitStaint/INC‘,
Intems ,A i i %so, k with elected legrslato c and CW,1111% e branch offi, pals. said program director Jean

contacts that vs ill help them later.
she said.
’the program is ollered i iiil during the spring semestei because
theie’s more political involvement
then. said ’terry Christensen. politiy s. ’mice instructor
" thars yv hen the legislature is
really going lull bore and there’s a
lot of .1.11y Its
tie said
Fie said the program is especially
beneficial for political science, lournalism and business students.
think it a good idea for a journalism student to We it t Will the inside.- he said
It really III,I-Cs oiu
understand it all in a different way
rather than reading about it
Business students can leant about

!hey can .1Iso learn from event:Ilse 10 Iliteleti groups and lobby 1sts function in the political process.
she said This is the program’s 13th lobbying and government regulayea’
t irms, he said The program %yin help
Interns lecelye sty units of college them understand how policcs effects
credit tor c or king a minimum of 25 business
hours per neck They must also enIn past years. scidents working
roll for at least sty units at CSU Sac- with elected state rillicials have writamento.
ten speeches. researched and helped
ve gone in the v rite bills, arid worked on legislative
’’The students c
past have found it to he a really good relatrons lor evecutive departments.
eyperience.- "torcani said. "It’s set
said
them on their vs ay in their careers. ’It’s a nice operation because
Through the progm am. students you ie getting totally immersed in
develop leadership skills and make Calif.’ ma state politics.- she said.

I 98K/Spartan

Daily

Rubbing it in

representa
lives at the capital during Friday
miirning sessions, she said
Interns \kinking in interest groups
can prepare testimonies tor commit
tee hearings and vs rite articles for
distribution alliolip illeillhers ut Ihe
OrgallMaI ion. she said
They also lame letters and de
vel"1"killY for vollkInt2 vs rib the
pubhis Ti am said.
"It would ceitainly des chip then
sresearch and \\ tiling skills... she
Stlittellt1caii

quest 1011

en or eight
TIM:Mil said aholil
SJSU students have participated in
the program in the past soy Nears.
"We’ve had a lot oF interest, but
few applicants:. she said.
Many students don’t get into the

intern program because of the ev
pense of musing
Christensen said.

to Sacramento.

This year, students can apply for
1(1 whou.hip, tor S1.500. ’the
money vs as donated by corpinations
and individuals in the community .
Students interested in the program
can see Christensen for applications.

Mark Studyvin -Alembers or the Sigma Chi Sorority give two cust
Ts massages at the street lair, as a third pa

Daily

staff phOtOgraphe

tiently waits his turn. The fair w as part of the
t. lllll ing activities.
week of II

which flood he returned to him by the
end t Nos ember

Police uncover murder case evidence
II )I( iNTON (AP)
San Fran robs,: linked a key that opened

hand.u0s on a .1.tinis body to a
forme’ I S Marine accused in a
murder and torture spree, according
to court ie,:obls teleased.Fhursdav
Documents presented to Justice
Marguerite Tr ussler of Alberta Couri
of Queen’s Bench shov. that the
handcuff key found by a San Francisco police r4ticer tit a pair of hand culls
1", a dec11111"‘11111 body
The Micuments c etc !nude publis
thursdav one arguments in the cy
tradition hearing Sk Ore being heals! m
private Die documents, tiled prey a
ously in the court. include al t Ida \ its
from 050 San Francisco police ot lice

In one of the ill day Its. Sgt. Jim

Seim said he found a key ring with
five keys in the ignition of an automobile ot murder
The Iii 51 maior break in the case
came in Julie 11/85 vs hen the suspect
and his allege.l.iccomplice \\ ele sImscoy eled using the t. :II of Paul

AI that time. Seilll vs as a member
of the San haneisco 0I ice depart
ment’s en
his estiganirc
elle
unit. responsible In all evidence
gathered in the Ng no est igation.
Ng, 27, is accused by C.S. an
dimities of killing 1.7 people in Cala

Comte’

vents County ,(’alt!
The he,ring. expected to last five
weeks, vs ill decide whether there is
pro
enough e\illenCe to send Ng
11011tleed hip
back to Califorma

V. hi use

hods

was

nes CI.

1011lld

fri July 101i5. Seim took the hand f key lion its ring and took it to
the colonel s ()nice in San Fran 51550. vs lick: a decomposing body
IA as being held. The of heel tiled the
key in a set of handcuns on the
body . vs Inch vs as not idennt led in the
at fida s it
"The key fit perfectly
the
handcuffs opened and vele re

moved:. Seim ’s affidav it said

Highest Quality
4" PRINTS

4" Pictures at 3" Prices/

where he faces 25 charges. including
12 murder counts
Ng. a martial ails expert and for
titer Marine. wore handcuffs. leg
shackles and body chains in conit
TI11.11"Sday, the fourth day of the heal
mg. He sat expressionless and
avoided looking at spectators.

Man with 33 drunk driving convictions re-arrested
\ I It 4-1. N.C. (AP)
A man
vs Iii .sit unken driving cons ictions
and free on bond pending appeal ot
tour others has been released oil

Custom Prints

Month. The se, s and Observer of
h repo’ led.
liond can he denied only in first-

plus assorted other traffic charges.
He was sentenced to four years in
prison under a plea agreement nego

degree murder Cases III \\ hIch the
bond alter being arrested orke again death penalty is being sought
for drunken driving. otticials say
- \luy’he its time %Ye look at the
"1 haw hisser, fle%
eve, bad law and considei sortie still rit I c I
anybody c ith a record even ap- moil to protect the public." said
proaching. that
said .1110rIle,, Earle Wake District ,Nttorney C Colon
R. Purse!. vs 110 I eplesented Ohs Willoughby Jr. "Maybe public
Donald Wadtord at a hearing in Sep sillily outweighs the indi iduats
tem bet
right to he free pending his iase
watiord. 57. s as arrested Mon- being litigated" in installs es other
day and released Ate’ he posted S1.- than murder cases
000 bond in Wake County District
Wadiiiiil pleaded guilty Sept s to
Court. He vs :is tree on a prev ions four (hinges each of dm mg vs bile
bond pending Ills appeal ot tour 1111p:111er’
mg while his la
drunken driv ing convictions last cense vv ,us per manentl) revoked.

timed by Pursei.
But the net day. Wadford up
pealed the charges lo which he had
pleaded guilty. That made him cligt
Ede tor release on bond pendilig

CuBlorn Print Up to 37% larger Mon standard!

SPARTAN
13( )0KksirroRE

12 exposures
15 exposures
24 exposures
36 exposures

$3.99
4.99
86.99
’9.99

’10, 126. 135 and Disc. C-41 Process)

SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

oft,. sxpin.a 10: 28 88

swum.

Fel .110m11 411011.101

11CP. !Hal .

Fie was released before either Pin
ser ill the prosecutor, tesely Haishp
Ii., knew he had appealed Pursei
say s he won’t represent Wadtord
’112’’Prosecutors generally are not non tied immediately of a

appeal on misdemeanor cony is irons .
Haislip said.

PRE-MED?
CHOOSING THE "RIGHT" MEDICAL SCHOOL
Prepare to become an osteopathic physician as a family
practitioner. pediatrician, obstetrician, surgeon, internist or any of
the medical specialities.
LEARN ABOUT OUR MEDICAL PROGRAM
at an

OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE AWARENESS
CONFERENCE

Sassy Bunny. #1232 Le Cheval
Peg $44 00.nowS3500

Looking for a quick and
easy costume? Show
them what you’ve got this
Halloween In Ujena. We’ve
put together Halloween
Fantasies with our
swimwear and Body Pro
exercise wear and the
prices are bewitching!
Sassy Bunny
Red Hot Devil
Bumble Bee
Sophisticated Witch
Sexy Spacewoman
Fun Flasher
Happy Hooker
Indian Maiden
Daring Diver

Saturday, November 5, 1988
8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

For registration forms or information, contact
on your campus:
DR. HELLEN ROSS, CHAIR
DEPT. OF HEALTH SCIENCES
MacQUARRIE HALL - #517
Or call toll free, 1-800-447-2667, ext. 206
and ask for Josephine Saca, College of Osteopathic
Medicine of the Pacific, no later than October 27, 1988

HALLOWEEN
HOTLINE:
(408) 247-4180
(415) 965-3940
(916) 961-3875
Lien of California
1400 N Shoreline Blvd
Mountain Vew CA
Lien of California
VaNey Fair Mall

2855 Stevens Creek Blvd
Santo Clara. CA
Oen of California
Atmond Orchard Center

8081Madison Ave
Citrus Hephts. CA

Spartan pails NIonday. October

24.
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Artist told to halt painting

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Political satirist had posted his work on public property

Ii
he

the

HI Ilia
Mail&

LOS ANGELES (API
A %eh described "guerrilla artist" who has
been plastering political satire posters city wide protesting George
Bush, the Nicaraguan Contras and
other public figures, was ordered to
put down his brush.
Venice -based artist Robbie Corral
was ordered Thursday by inspectors
of the city’s Public Works Department to take down his posters from
traffic switch boxes, bus shelters and
other public property.
Conal also was ordered during a
10 -minute closed -door hearing to
sign a pledge not to post additional
copies.
At that time, about 20 of Conal’s
supporters crowded the outer office

and grilled a department spokesman
on why the artist was being singled
out.
Conal said he would talk to a law yer next week about whether he
should obey the city ’s orders.
The 42 -seat old artist wouldn’t
specify whether he and his friends
planned to paste up !mire posters in
the meantime.
The City Attorney’s Office may
he asked to press charges if Conal refuses to remove his signs, public
work officials said.
Few people have been prosecuted
for posting signs on public property.
which IS a misdemeanor. If convicted. Conal faces a fine of up to
¶i(MN)

"I don’t feel I’ve broken any of
the higher laws or principles on
which our democracy is founded."
Conal said. "I apologfre to the city
workers I’ve inconvenienced and to
the cut/ens whose sensibilities I’ve
offended...
The action against Conal was the
second time in two weeks the city
cracked down on someone who ille- Skibblefritz
gally put up posters.
Hollywood
poster distributor
VIEs ARL aAvY,
Chris Spanos was ordered to a simiLET s
lar hearing Oct. 6 dui mg which he
01704046
vI
agreed to remove his signs.
City officials denied repeatedly
that their timing was politically 1110tivated.

Michael Sherman
WILL NOVI 1Har
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Some W1405 marcco,46
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Passenger takes over bus driver’s job
ANAHEIM
- A passenger
who didn’t like the job a bus driver
was doing accepted the driver’s challenge to get behind the wheel, leaving the startled driver behind and
going more than a mile before police
stopped hint.
"It was something which I felt
was necessary, and so did quite a
few other people on the bus," said
James G. Biddle, 52.
Biddle got behind the wheel of the
Orange County Transit District bus

.00000000411

Wednesday and put it in gear, pull- transit spokeswoman Claudia Keith.
ing away with 31 passengers and
Biddle. of Buena Park, said he beleaving the driver at the side of the came upset when Miller allegedly diroad, authorities said.
rected a racial slur at the passenger. Snaky
Huddle’s takein,er of the bus was The driver then allegedly dared Bid
prompted by an argument with die to do a better job and got off the 145TESU .1 APOL‘(-0 -Fr let-5
YOLI krILLST P , r’.Ow L..) iTi-I
FOR NEARLY scaxkliw Yo.
driver Kim Dale Miller, 36, police bus.
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and transit officials said.
Biddle drove about I’ miles, stop.
OF es
COuPL£ cr (WM., BuT
rAs,..,....; Si P,’ i ’Fhli
’Apparently one of the passen- ping several times to pick up and
-T
,....sktkpo
gers didn’t have the proper fare and drop off passengers before police
/
air7"4111
Too Thiii4d.
Biddle, who is a veteran rider on stopped the bus. He was cited for
r’ , Z
0.
.._.
Route 3h. didn’t like the way the joyriding and driving a bus without a
,
. 4
,
driver ,1, dealing with hint,- said proper license.
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Supers I uIs is scheduled to vote
Tuesday on its own plan to ban the
traps.
Instead, county workers will use
more humane traps to try to catch
coyotes, Agriculture Department officials said.
Animal rights activists complained about last week’s incident in
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Trappers ordered to use more humane traps
LOS ANGELES (API - County
officials ordered trappers to discontinue using leg traps after a co).0te
caught in Topanga Canyon chewed
off its leg to escape a steel -jawed device.
Agricultural Commissioner E.
Leon Spaugy ordered the change in
procedure Thursday. The Board of
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which a trapped female coyote
gnawed off her left rear leg to escape, only to hobble into another
trap that grabbed her right front leg.
’It was disgusting, really sick,
said Heather Davis, a shelter employee who observed the coyote.
Activists responded by demanding
the county ban leg traps.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
I m A GRADUATE student In PHOTO
doing a documentary project on
S East Asians in San Jose inter
ested in taking part call 770-6348
NFFD

MEDICAL

INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Cali Mark Ellice. (408)943.9t90 tor a no oblige
lion quote

-41.01posPIPIIIV-ealtreR

INTO HIGH
GEAR’ Register your resume now
with the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 for de
tails

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes

and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or
call (408)3716811

AUTOMOTIVE
80 DODGE OMNI 024. 0-sp4 Make
offer Call Bob 287.9588 days.
629-6161 evenings

COMPUTERS
MAC

PLUS,

8001-

IMAGEWRITER.

ME2OHD. radius /pd. & software,

12-sp.]

BIKE

w suntour $215. Surfboord 60
thruster $85 Cali 286-8153

HELP WANTED

condition, good communication
skills must Call 280.0454
ATM MARKETING & PR MAJORS. 1
wit to all expenses cid $300 &
Must
good ref must writ well
have exu w comp. must be easy’
going hard working Call Craig or
Kati at (415)644-3837
OPERA-

TORS needed on graveyd hlft
and weekend shift (28-40 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs mach or
elec assembly asp or eguly ad in
the sciences or computer prog
citizen We offer
Must be US
reimb
Cali
10001.
education
415 493-1800.445. VARIAN
BRIDAI MAGAZINE NEEDS MODELS’
Experienced preferred but not
necessary

MALES & FEMALES

Please contact Steven.292-5100
CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
$S to $8 hr PT FT positions
Northern California Nannies. 175
San Antonio Rd. Los Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. )4t5) 9492933
staff
CARE
COUNSEL OR DIRECT
needed at local residential facie
ties for young adults I adolescents with autism 8 related disabilities Full time 8 pert time
positions mrallable Starting $6’
$6 25 hr Cali 448-3953
OFMONSTRTRStX TRA

CSU.inst

b

diy
ortented.4 hr
P.pl
$750 hr,554-9044 015)935-5922
DISTRIBUTE
early

FLIERS
Downtown Son

ADVERTISING

morning
Jose 297-4484. BALLOONS, ETC

DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNtTY to
EXPERIENCE the Associated Stu.
dents of SAN JOSE STATE UNI.
VERSITY Your student governaccepting
ment
currently
Is
applications for two A S Board
Director of Student
positions
RIghls-Responalbilitles, and Director of Community Affairs
Al., positions at. available on
over 40 committees including
JudiP. Mein Relation.. SUMO.
ciary. Graduate Stud.. & Child.
care Cali A S Personnel today at
9244240

and Investors seeit foreign nationals with first hand knowledge
of economic. business, scientific,
and political conditions In home
country for consulting assistance For information send resume to RCS international, 700 St
Mary’s Place, Suite 1400. San An.
tonic, Texas 78205 or call (800)
628-2828, extension 856

for Health Promotion, 571 Wall
St. Seattle, Wa 98121
TELEMARKETING. Appointment setting Pan time. $200 WK POSSI
BL E. DAILY CASH Walking di,
lance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice 8 personality Cali RICH at
998-4526
TELEMARKETING POLITICAL WORK,
Work for social change November "88 & BEYOND.. Perm part
time positions S hr
corm
Near campus Call CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA at 288-8113. E.0 E.
TUTORING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
will tutor student in compensation for word processing axislance Resume P0 Box 39571.
Mtn View. C. 94042

IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED $6 hr
to $11 hr plus BO.
NUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose of.
flu Mon -Fri 5 30-9 00 PM Sat 9Make

HOUSING

up

IPM Call Duncan at 984.0402
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL & year
positions available now
Salary Lifeguards $5 50-S8 40 hr
Pool
Managers 87 00-$8 60 hr

UNEED CASH, $500 $1.000 stuffing
envelopes, GUARANTEED’ Rush
stamped addressed envelope to
Mall-Co
Box /42878 50 Portland Or 97202

hours, call Marie at
STUDENTS WANTED

993-1133

PT SALES MKTG ASST Quaker Oats
is launching nationwide promotion Seek Independent, outgoing,
people Great for mktg sales maim Must have own transport
(415) 337.
Call Angle, A C C

ROOMMATES

WNTD
2 bedrooms
available at Cypress Parks Apt 2
Seth. wash dry, par-1181y turnshd
Avail Nov I. rent $250 mo Easy
parking, plush setting Call Ken at
780-1845 a sap

8150

WANTED to share 4
bad 36th house with 2 firs, wash

er dryer, dishwasher. & fireplace
All turnished except yr room
Fam, nonsrnkr no pets S380
All Willow Glen, 448.5029, SUE
ROOM 4 RENT In Santa Clara house.
pot entry. 5350. Inc! viii. house
priv, quiet nhood. 984.3353

PERSONALS
BEAUTIFUL BLACK LADY. I saw you
on Wednesday Oct 19th at about
4 45pm at the light at San Carlos
and 2nd St I sal in my truck as
you rode your bike by. our eyes
mot as I admired your form. and I
was treated to e smile that would
may an Iceberg You hove long,
flowing heir, and wore yellow
pants and

white top Let s meat

Plea. cell MARK

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROI
DRIVERS Full and pert lIme poaltions, all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon.Frl
8 AM.SPM, 260 Meridian Ave . San
Jose

SECURITY RECEPTION. $6-57 hr No
experlenc necessary. lull & part
time We ar looking for outgoing,
social people to wort at high tech
companies In Silicon Valley All
shifts avail Wanner medical dental ins. weekly pay, nonuniform &
blazer uniform positions. vacation pay, reg increases. credit
union & immediate permanent

at (408)24)-

8289
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 10th & San Cellos For
more info about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC’ Unwantsd
hair removed permanently Conti.
dentist by appointment only, 247.

Scott Blvd. Santa Clara (between

and Organic Chemistry, Physics.
II more 20 different books avail

SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Flexible hours to lit
wfth your school schedule, will
Intermit., plea. call
Karen at CATERING BY COAST.
train

if

(408)730-0500
SUPERVISING SURVEY AOMINISTRA
TOR Tamporery, pastime super
coordinate
to
needed
visor
school survey In Santa Clara
Most have car, flasibl
schedule & ability to work indewith
Experience
pendently
schools. &dole/scents, or survey
$10 hr
For
research desired
more Info I-206-4462068 Re
County

UTHE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP ovary
Sunday mooning at 1000 PM at
Campus Christian Corner. 1015 &
San Crlos For more Information
about activities. call Rev
FIrnhaber at 298-0204

Norb

408-978-2007
THE SOUTH BAY
BUI I F TIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A hist and easy
way to meet quality people for romance or friendship Social and
sports partners are also available
You may choose to Nave your

mime by 10-27 to KM Ffilde
brand’. Center for Health Promo.
Seettle,
lion.
521
Well
St .
Wa 94121

you

ADMINISTRATOR Temporary partfirrre staff needed for
school survey In Sante Clara
County Must Nov. car & tleelbie
with
Experience
schedule
school, adolescents or eurvey re
search desired 98 hr For more
info 1-204.448-2086 Resumes by
10 27 to K M Hildebrandt. Center

FROM A PROFESSIONAL

MASSAGE, Using a variety of the
rapeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Specializ
Ing in chronic pain, stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding
tae scale for the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433

Classified
Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All subtecti Deal
Med writers Resumes Re-wrfting Catalog Berkeley (415) 841.

or 395-3560

5036

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men, casual and formal wear, pant hemming SS 10%

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’

AUSTRALIA,

NEW

Professional

reports,

available. Europe next summer.
Great Trips, Super prices’

CornFr.

TYPING

klanu
lecturer’s Hanover GSUS .Va.
luable Member Privileges Cell
947.7773 or drop by our office at
8th and San Salvador

JOCKEY by
Desk. Michel, formerly or KSJS
You’ve gol the party, we ye got

AAA

ACCURACY

SURED

Al WAYS

crossing

st masonebi rates Call D.P.
or Phil at 2704960 or 922-7359

and South San Jose Minutes
frorn SJSU Call Matir.n (408)
227-9419. 9am 10 Rpm

Thesis.
papers.
re
Publishing
sum.,
Desktop
capabilities Serving Evergreen,

STANFORD GRAD WILL TUTOR math.
physics Mon -Sun eves at good
rates Call (415)326-6862

AMP When ovawheimed by reports to
he typed. RFL Ak AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and

fraternities, sororities,

undargrail Resumes, term pa.
pets, theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT rates for undergrads

clubs, business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sw.ls. and
lackels Quality work at roesonaDie rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 262-7377,
Monday through Friday 3-9PM
RESEARCH

Hurry. Call today. Over 18
any toll

BARE IT All’Slop shaving, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical P.M
lodes Let rma permanently re
move your unwanted heir (chin.
Perini, tummy, moustache, etc )
IS’., discount to students and he -

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers, manuscripts, screenplays,

resumes, repetitive letters. Iron.
scription Free SPELCHEK. copy
Wit disc storage Quick turn.
around

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers. Moses, resumes, tellers
No charge minor editing Rates by
page. hour or lob Former legal
secretary Write Type-972-9430

EVERGREEN

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
acadernic.busIneselegal
word
processing needs Term papers
reports, resumas.letlars, group
pro(ects.manuals.the.s, etc let
ter quality, All formats plus APA
Fr.a disk

disk

Free

SPELCHEX-

able worry -free service et Ils best.
Call PAM id 247.2681 (Santa Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT & FACULTY RATES.

Reasonable

storage

storge

.puncluation,grammar
assts.
lance All work guaranteed For
that professlonalquick & depend-

PROCESSING.,
Theses, Reports, Loner, No time
to type your paper, Call MARY
ANN at ANN 5. 241.5490,Santa

Fr.

WORDPROCESSING

(leave message) Available 7 days
w.k

WORD

TYPING SERVICE

20,-

sum., letters. etc APA. ML A. Tu.
rad. formals 0.1 guar (25
Yra cap) Call Roe (408)274.3684

ILAM-9PM

rotes

Call

pers.group projects. theses, re

AMY FOR
The Perfect Paper
Low Price,
pick up and daily.
cry available Call (408) 266-2681,

A

Clara

and typing services On -campus
pickup del Letter qual Term pa.

Clara

A At SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available night

Santa

5825

typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appt Chrystal at 923-6461

ANN a

work done on a PS Laser Printer,
or printing from your disk Both
IBM & Mac II computers Special
student discount, Call Minty s
WORDWORKS al 753-WORD or

GO WITH THE BEST. Take advantage

INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing, research, re
mimes. on-line .archIng,
graphics. quick reference I ibrar.
Ian with ML S Call (4081732-7192

PisoFweSe

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Have M A in Eng.
Ilsh, 5 yrs exp and a haunting obsession with doing it right. FREE

CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. laculty. writers, business prof is Esp’d with ESL writ.
ers Edit rewrite too Get Page
WIsel14081732-4645
AAAAAA knee I rn back again’ This
Veer. call a typist who Is mewl lanced In ALL formats Including
APA(NURSING DEPT ) for ALL
your typing needs I THESES)
Call Linda The Write Type. 7231714. San Jose.8AM.10PM. Mon.
Sat p-u del twice daily
WORD

PROCESSING, papers, re
sumes. manuscripts, form letters
FsperkIncod professional Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage
Call 998-8821

WORD

PROCESSING - -.TOP
NOTCH’ Student manuscript discounts
Editing avail
Formmer
tech editor with BA in English

12 years pro, word processing
timer
Includes spell punt disk
,tor fir -quality output
W11 I OW
GLEN Patricia

14081288-ssea

WORD PROCESSING in Santa Crur
area Term papers, reports, menu sr ripts.etc
From $3 pg
Cali
1408)685-0415

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approvmate)y 30 lefty,

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Each
One
Day
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.1 I Ines
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Days
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Day
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SI 45

Print

Semester Rates (All Issues)
14 I ,neS S70 on
10
,
s5U 00
I pi,,,
S90 00
Phone 9214277

Name__,

Addres5
City & State
F nelosed is S

&rcle 4 ClassifirktiOn

only $2

SERVICES

Willow Glen area
Phone Mrs Morton at 266.9448

ENTERPRISE

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transciptIon Experienced thesis

Avollabl day eves, weekends by
pet Call Anna 01 972.4992

SERVICES

orporionce

Science)

280 680 To ensure yr paper’s
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early P.1-923-2309

AS-

Professional Word Pro.

the music’ WOW Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance

punctuation, sentence structure
on request (APA. Turabian. etc)
Former English major with 16 y s

Maker Papers.lhosis.resumes.
& group projects welcome
Rees rates. 7 mm hen campus or

EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops

DISC

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Papers. Research Projects and
Resumes Help with grammar,

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word process
utilizing 111114 hardware.HP Seriesil
Laser. Word Perfect 4 2 A Magri

ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWt

Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks
51 50 per page doubts spaced
Available seven days weekly
Gulch turnaround All work guar.
anteed Thanks

leap

etc at 251.0449

AAAA-ACCURACY,

OOKING FOR THE Perfect Room or
Roommate, Professional Scr.n
log, Georgia Havliond 926-2859

theses

ol our expertise Top secretarial
service for all your WORD pre
ceasing needs Graphics, letters,
reports, manuscripts. resumes,
term papers. theses
Editing.
grammar & spell chocking All

253-WORK

sonable Wes We’re lasteepan
dabie. grammardsperienced Col.
loge grads, so call us with peciers,

NEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER

Books-Cornputer Loans
mrtitive Sayings Rates
Check Writing Cashing

WRITING,

serve your time now

You can even

TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the Contiki specials Also

Join WSFCU -- Your student Credit
Union -benefits Include Tultion-

ing and guarantee copy Cali
Pamela at (408)946.3862 to re-

guaranteed Quick return Almaden Branham area Phone 2644504

01611 Tahiti or Hawaii on the way
back’ its summer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRAL !A-

Call 296-0931’’

Call 770-

8936

projects, resumes. etc All tOr.
mats including APA All work

word processing our specialty
Guarantee.]
quality
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Rea-

friendliest people

method Ask about the spacial
discount for FALL Complimen
tary consulation by appointment

pick-up and delivery

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professional word processing
Laser printer. ...tie transcription Theses, term papers, group

available

ABSTRACT WERE NOV Academic

sailing, dive the great barrier reef’
Travel and party with the worlds

ELECTROLYSIS’ Professional HAIR
removal. the only permanent

TSHIRTS for

word.processing
services with student discounts
Offer fast turnaround,
pickup & delivery. grammar edit’

ZEALAND’

Got
your attention. mate, New /ea.
has
openings
for
a
company
land
Iew adventurous Americans on
its under 30 tours of Australia 8
New Zealand Whitewater ratting,

PROOFREADING
RE.
SEARCH quality work Reasonable fees Call Dee .1 292.7029

PROFESSIONAL

and day Rush jobs are my spec,
nifty Call Pam at (408) 225-5025 or
(4081225-9009

TRAVEL

discount to students and faculty Willow Glen area Call Maria
at 448-5494

able at Spartan B. (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore

own rnetsixoto or hear six different
messages lett by others You
don I have to do 4 alone Someone special is welting to meet

SURVEY

BENEFIT

Heir Today Gone To -

FOAM FILES fun Professors throughout the USA Exam problems w
the professors own detailed solutions Available for 8 Engineering
courses. FIT. Calculus. General

San Tomas & icon)

Au.. CC

7486. 335 S Haywood Ave. San
Jo.

placement

Apply between 8.1m.
Spar Mon-Fri at VANGUARD. 3212

Lilly Call before December 31.
1988 and get your first ape at 1 2
price ’Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Car.’ Gwen Cheigren,
RE. 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom

EDITING

ROOMMATE

Call 942-2470.

PART TIME work In the new PAVIL
ION Sales, home decor Flealble

APPOINTMENT SETTING part tuna
Flealble
hours.
possible
$200 wkly or more based on sales
performance Escellent working

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS’ International businesses

aide for disabled person, S6 50h
WILL TRAIN, call 356-2716

SKIS DYNASTAR COURSE Si 195cm
$125

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply et MARIE CALL ENDER s.
2831 Meridian Ave

MORNING JOB, Work part time as

FOR SALE
bind.

F lAPI OYMENT

round

$3000 (wk)298-8101..1310

M40

DRIVERS & RECEPTIONISTS. Good
pay, great part time jobs for col
lege students Call Tele-Waiters at
280-1900

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASN TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
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Caution
Iron’ page I
erricyanide was spilled Thursday
night in the Dwight Hemel Hall photiqournal ism lab.
Potassium ferricyanide is most
harmful it ingested, mixed with acid
or heated to the point of decomposition.
The chemical is an irritant.
according to Wood. Continous exposure to the skin can cause rashes and
any splashes in the eyes can be extremely painful.
Thursday’s accident Was not the
first chemical spill on campus, although University Police Lt. Shannon Maloney said he can’t recall a

specific incident in the recent past.
You have to realize that almost
any chemical can be a hazardous
material depending on the quantity
spilled." he said. "Gasoline can be
a hazardous chemical."
The spilled chemical was in crystallized form. In this capacity, the
material is fairly compact and
doesn’t billow into the air, as powder would.
Still, it should be treated with caution. Wood said. He recommended
that anyone handling potassium lerricyanide follow the precautions
listed in the revised Material Safety
Data Sheet:
Protective gloves should be
worn to prevent skin contact.
Safety glasses with side shields

should he worn at all times.
Material should be handled in
transferred in an appnwed fume
hood or in a room a ith adequate
ventilation.
The safety sheet filed in the photoiournalisin lab may he outdated.
Wood said. It states gloves and pro
teclive glasses are not necessar
when handling the chemical.
Although the chemical was once
used, improced technology has caused a decrease in its
chemisti use.
C01111111/111

"Procedures have changed,’.
Wood said. "Potassium ferricyanide
is mainly used for color changes and
we don’t do that as much anymore."

Drugs: Videos, seminars planned for week

Marx Studywn Daily staff

photographer

Officer Gabriel Fscobedo stands watch mer a police barricade in Dwight Bente! Hall

Spill

When plkit.,..,,umhers ask Sloan
.ibout chemicals. lie photocopies the
safety. sheet for them.

ser. mil the chemical disregard potential dangers he said
’lire tovicit is low enough that
the user won’t shot’. sign,
C0-001 said

"1/111

mr 111 10 15

I tom page I
needles
Kathleen Roe, instructor of the
front of the Studcra Union.
The group has also supplied music AIDS class, said Bleachman" is
"a
positive s!, mhol in the midst of an
ideos featuring drug and AIDS
themes to the Pub for all -day show- educational et fort.
She said the students’ decision to
ings Thursday.
As part of the day’s events, a car- participate in drug awareness week
toon -like figure called "Bleach - gives them the chance to actively
man" will roam the campus to stress learn about an aspect of AIDS.
"There is sense of powerle...iiess
caution in the use of intravenous

it ho knows
He said he didn’t think the
mater lii could e,uiis e,urrcei I ,els
be
ihcte
t10111 the 10lell
tone they .ire evposed to enough of
the chemical to des chirp cancer
011 a scale II-0111 011e 10 10 to isah
1011r being the most tom... potassium
term:v:0We rates a potential three iii
time situation. accoiding to Ow Na
tumid lire Poitection \
In these situations. tires must iso- Finer gem:\ (Midi: tor livardous
late the :flea and contain the chemi- Matcuals
kite Matemal Salety Data Sheet. a
cal to protect lices and phiperty until
form Sloan ie.:eked last
spill crews arrice. he said
lcrier
car. ev plains %% hat the chemical is
Potassium terricy.mide is used to
Heach dark areas min a photo. V hen and hots in can he ha/ardous It .ilso
the photo is reproduced in the neck s - lists phone numbers to call um the
paper. the .irea applied ck till solution e5ent ot .1 spill
I ire k could not kwate the sheet
appears lighter
itholthotoththsth iii
The photographers use small
the 1111010 Lib has the
amounts in el,..4.111111e t01111 arid iii
sate( \ sheet on tile. hut hasn’t posted
V.1111
V\ ato
ChelIlleal
the
Rile
Aecording to Fuck. photographer, it fie said the lah assisLoits ntis
nes Cr touch the chemical is 1111 (hell knot% is here the file us. hot he’s not
sure the photogi.iphers knock
’LIMAS. but use a paintbrush.
Sloan said he has .ink one filing
Fire I:apt Henry De Groot said
Ow material is as skin absorbent. cabinet by his desk
u. dririt know
Moe Sloan . an instructional sup.
poll assistant who osersees the
chemicals. belies ed the [PD iik erreacted to the spill
It rs a standard plimmigi vim!,
chemical. he said
It. Shannon Malmine said l’PD
ot lice’’, didn’t mik err eael because
they acted as the lust officials on the

soda from Sanjideh because his price
was four cents lower.
"I think the price war should go
on so that soda will go down to 20
cents," said Chris Manak, an undeclared sophomore.
"Maybe
people
will
think
(Omar’s) hot dogs are better since

tant groups in Northern Ireland
The measure announced tuidus up
plies to all criminal suspect, in
Northern Ireland, but it is aimed at
terrorist suspects.
Another Cabinet minister. Douglas Hurd. said the government is
considering introducing similar legislation to end suspects’ right to silence in Frig land and Wales.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative Party has a huge
majority in the 650-member Commons. so the measures are likely to
be approved.
King. in a statement accompanying his announcement to Commons.
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Back by Popular Demand

The 3rd Annual TIM
HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE BALL

Join our host radio personalities RENEL LEWIS of the Morning Zoo and the
"Real" EVAN LUCK of KMEL Love Lines
With our Top 40 Dance Music provided by KMEL’S own mix masters
MR. THEO MIZUHARA and DAVE MOSS
ON

SATURDAY OCTOBER 29th at 8:30 PM]
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

$35,000

LAZER & LIGHT SHOW SPECTACULAR
By Sound & Sight of San Francisco
ALSO STARRING

RODNEY 0 & JOE COOLEY BARDEAUX ,"L TRIMM"
and EXPOSE’S former lead singer ALE
Plus
Michael Jackson impersonator performing
MICHAEL JACKSON’S "THRILLER"
COSTUME CONTEST - $3,000 in CASH & PRIZES

15 FULL SERVICE COCKTAIL BARS
0,0

WHERE:
Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center (r
10th Street, Oakland
next to the Oakland Museum
if lost, phone 893-2082

ATTIRE: COSTUME
Advanced tickets on sale now for only $17.50
7-icKair(avisrE;

(415) 762-BASS

Produced and Hosted by
Sason. Mr.Sergio Alexander, Mr. Johnny
and Kaiser Convention Center
This is another Sneak Preview Production
KMEL,

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

(415) 489-9360

D

Tune onto KMEL
and more details.
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for TICKET GIVEAWAYS

Definitely the place to be to Celebrate Halloween!
Drive carefully and BEWARE OF THE FULL MOON!
We would like to thank our sponsors
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they cost more." Manak said.
Omar said several students have
given her 50 cents or more for hot
dogs because they sympathize with
her situation.
"We’ll see what happens... Omar
said.

Britain proposes an end to the right to remain silent

he

NOEL

"1 hope it brings more than just
aw areness. he said.

War: Hot dog vendors battle over territory

From page I
The sheet does not have to be
"It’s cheating,.
student John
posted. but needs to be made avail- Caampued said of Sanjideh’s bustable on request according to OCCU- ness.
p.ut rind Salety Ilaiardous AdminisThe sophomore majoring in elec.
tration.
trical engineering had just bought a
hot
-link sandwich from Omar.
At first. officials thought the
Freshman Steve Helmer bought a
clean-up procedure would be complicated. But the fire department
ev entually turned the rob ov Cr to
McN.ic
McNay said he used a dustpan and
short -handled tni Aim to sweep up the
The governLONDON (API
material He tossed the crystals in a ment Friday proposed ending the
right of criminal suspects in Northgai back eat].
ern Ireland to remain silent as part of
The satelv sheet the photo lab has
on file es, plains how to clean up a a new crackdown on the Irish Respill. For a small spill. like Thursday publican Army.
The measure, which will end a
night’s it says to sweep up the
material and flush it down the sewer historic right dating from the 17th
century, was put forward immediith laige .immiunts mil is .tier.
to
Paid Vt ui. satek c,iordmator lot ately in the Commons and is
the science department. said McNay become law within three months.
The annoucement by Northern
should hike been wearing rubber
Ireland Secretary Tom King came a
lotus, mimiles and a lab coat.
\IcNac is one leans and had 110 pro- day after the government banned
broadcast interviews with members
tc,, lit e il0111111e OD.
of the outlawed IRA and 10 other
\ is t morthord tit MIA
!WM \
militant Roman Catholic and Protes-

ears ,

that conies with just learning, especially about such a painful subject...
she said. "This is a way to use their
knovv ledge and do a peer outreach...
Walters said he hopes "Red Rib
bon Week" offers more than education about drugs.
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lembers .0 terrorist orgamia
tior, are being pained to refuse to
respond to questions put by the poand this technique is increaslice
ingly being adopted by those suspected of serious crimes. including
racketeering. Justice is being thwarted.’’
The IRA is fighting to drive the
British out of the majority Protestant
province of Northern Ireland and
unite it with the Catholic Republic of
Ireland.
This is the first time a British guns
eminent has announced it will introduce kr . to end the right to silence.

